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This article discusses the theoretical principles governing different set of harmonics may be used to represent
the short time Fourier transform (STFT) and its musical it. Alternatively, it is possible to consider that the sig-
applications, using the CARL phase vocoder and the nal is composed of a particular set of sinusoids gener-
Composers’ Desktop Project (CDP) spectral ically called components or partials – with amplitudes
transformations. The former was originally developed by and frequencies which change in time. Regardless of
Dolson (1986, 1991) and ported to personal computer

which approach is adopted, the end result is a spec-systems by Atkins, Bentley, Henderson, Orton and Wishart
trum which changes as time goes by. In this case, the(Atkins, Bentley, Endrich, Fischman, Malham, Orton and
signal is said to have a dynamic spectrum.Wishart 1987, Wishart 1994a). The latter was developed by

The time-varying Fourier model may be used inWishart (1994b). When possible, theoretical matters are
order to devise techniques which change the spectralpresented in a qualitative way, keeping the number and

complexity of mathematical expressions within the essential characteristics of a sound. For this purpose, a signal
requirements for those interested in musical applications. may be analysed by decomposition into a set of sinu-
The latter are accompanied by sound examples, including soids. These may then be processed by mechanisms
excerpts from pieces by the author. which alter their amplitudes and frequencies. Finally,

the processed components may be used in order to
resynthesise a new signal. This procedure is illus-

1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
trated in figure 1.

The mathematical principles for the analysis of sig-
nals developed by Fourier (1768–1830) have been

1.1. Analysis stageseminal in the generation of a number of important
techniques used in electroacoustic music; from linear The first stage of a Fourier processing cycle is anal-
processes such as additive and subtractive synthesis ysis. Its implementation presents two issues which
to nonlinear amplitude and frequency modulation. In much be solved. In the first place, the analysis mech-
its simplest form, Fourier analysis states that any anism must be able to detect each individual compo-
periodic signal (i.e. a signal which consists of the rep- nent at any given moment. In the second place, it
etition of a finite waveform) can be represented as a must account for the fact that the spectrum changes
sum of sinewaves called harmonics, where each har- as time goes by.
monic has a particular amplitude, frequency and A step towards solving the first problem may con-
phase. Furthermore, if the frequency of the signal is sist of a device which is capable of detecting and
f, the frequencies of the harmonics will be multiples isolating a single component. This may be achieved
of f (e.g. f, 2 f, 3f, 4 f, 5f, etc.). The set of harmonics by means of a band-pass filter. If a component of
which represents a particular signal is referred to as frequency fi falls within bw, the bandwidth of the fil-
its spectrum. Following this reasoning, it is possible ter, and all the other components of the signal are
to reproduce a known periodic sound using the outside bw, only fi will go through, as shown in figure
appropriate combination of harmonics obtained from 2. If fi is present, its amplitude will be obtained from
its analysis. It is also possible to imagine new sonorit- the output of the filter.
ies and synthesise these by inventing new spectral The same process may be applied to the remaining
combinations. components using a bank of filters with centre

However, most natural sounds are not periodic. In frequencies which spread throughout the spectrum.
fact, it is aperiodicity which imbues them with
characteristic liveliness. Therefore, analysis of natural
signals requires an improvement of the original
Fourier approach. One way of dealing with this prob-
lem consists of imagining that the signal changes its
period every instant; thus, at any given moment, a Figure 1. Typical Fourier processing cycle.
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Figure 2. Use of a band-pass filter in order to detect a component with frequency fi .

When the signal is passed through the bank, the out-
put of each filter lets through a different component.

Ideally, the second problem may be solved by eval-
uating the spectrum at every instant, using the filter-
bank. In practice, the spectrum may be sampled at
regular intervals, as often as necessary in order to
detect significant changes.

Figure 4. A sampled signal.
1.1.1. Detection of individual components

Determining the bandwidth of the filters requires
If the sampled signal appearing at the output of asome care. If it is too wide in comparison with the

filter is as shown in figure 4, then the period τ (1y f )
spacing of the partials, more than one partial will

of the sampled waveform is given by
pass, as shown in figure 3. On the other hand,
narrower bandwidths require larger numbers of filters τGnτs ,
in order to cover the whole spectrum, increasing the

where τs (1/sr) is the time interval between samples.number of calculations performed.
Hence the output frequency f is given byThe sound processing systems described in this

paper do not deal with signals which are continuous
(1) fG

sr

n
,functions of time, as assumed in the description of

Fourier synthesis above. In practice, the digital audio
andsystems used in computer music deal with discrete

time samples, so that the signals can be converted into
(2) nG

sr

f
.a digital format and manipulated within computer

programs forming the computer music system. The
sampling theorem states that no spectral information Therefore, we must ensure that a sufficient number
will be lost in this sampling process, provided that of samples are processed in order to be able to detect
the sampling rate sr is not less than that which would the lowest partial of a signal. For example, if the low-
result in two samples being taken per cycle of the est partial is 40 Hz and we are sampling at 4 kHz,
highest frequency component present in the sampled then we need at least 4,000y40G100 samples. How-
signal. It follows that the highest frequency compo- ever, if the sampling rate is 40 kHz, we will need at
nent which can be accurately represented in the sam- least 40,000y40G1,000 samples.
pling process is sry2, also known as the Nyquist A filter bank may be implemented using a fast

Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. This converts afrequency.

Figure 3. Filter with bandwidth which is too wide to isolate the component fi .
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Figure 5. Bank of filters representing an ideal 16-sample fast Fourier transform.

block of 2N samples into a spectral representation If we count the low-pass and high-pass as one filter
which is split, we may arrive at the followingwhich is conceptually equivalent to the output of a

linearly spaced bank of band-pass filters, as repre- conclusion:
sented in figure 5. Typically, all the filters have the

The number of samples used in order to analyse a
same bandwidth bw,1 except for the first one, which

signal determines the number and width of the band-
is a low-pass with cut-off frequency equal to bw/2,

pass filters. Using a 2N sample FFT divides the spec-
and the last one, which is a high-pass with cut-off

trum into 2NA1 channels of width equal to Nyquist/
sr/2Abwy2. The filters are normally referred to as

2NA1.
channels. It is also important to note that the radix
2 FFT constrains the number of samples analysed to
powers of two (e.g. 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, etc.). 1.1.2. Detection of spectral changes

In order to make effective use of the filter bank,
As stated above, in order to follow changes in thethe frequency of the lowest detectable partial may
spectrum of a signal as it evolves in time, it is neces-coincide with the centre frequency of the first band-
sary to sample this spectrum at appropriate intervals.pass. From equation (1), if the number of samples
The simplest way of carrying out this procedure con-used is 2N, the centre frequency of this filter is
sists of the application of a FFT to consecutive
groups of samples, as shown in figure 6. If these

(3) f1G
sr

2N
G

Nyquist

2NA1
. ‘spectral snapshots’ are large, and hence spaced at

regular intervals, a great deal of time-varying spectral
We can now calculate the bandwidth of the filters if detail may be lost. On the other hand, if snapshots
we assume that the centre frequency is exactly in the are taken too often, the number of samples in each
middle of the pass band. Examining figure 5 and snapshot may be too small to produce reasonable
remembering that the low-pass filter has a cut-off resolution of the spectrum into its components (see
equal to bw/2, we have the argument above). The spectral snapshots are

referred to as as frames and the rate at which the
(4) f1G

bw

2
C

bw

2
Gbw. spectrum is sampled (i.e. the number of frames per

second) is the analysis sampling rate.
A further problem arises with the isolation ofFinally, the number of band-pass filters in the bank

groups of samples from the original signal. Withinis
that signal, the first and last samples of the sample

nbpG group were preceded and followed by other samples.
NyquistAwidth of low-passAwidth of high-pass

bandwidth
,

and from equations (3) and (4) we have

(5) nbpG
sry2Abwy2Abwy2

bw
G

sry2Abw

bw

G
sry2Asry2N

sry2N
G2NA1A1.

1 There are other techniques, such as wavelet algorithms, which
produce banks of filters with bandwidths which become narrower
as the frequency decreases (constant Q). See, for example,
Kronland-Martinet (1988) and Kronland-Martinet and
Grossman (1991). Figure 6. Fourier transform taken every eight samples.
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cosine bell and Kaiser is a more complex window
based on a special function (prolate spheroidal),
which allows tighter control of the shapes of the FFT
band-pass filters. If no envelope is applied to the
samples, the window is said to be rectangular (figure
8(a)).

Overlap is measured using a decimation factor,
which indicates the number of overlaps throughout
the duration of a single window. Figures 9(a) and (b)
show respectively decimation factors of 2 and 4 (over-
lap of 2 and overlap of 4 windows).

It is now possible to find a relationship between
window length and the original sampling rate of the
sound signal. If the windows do not overlap (decim-
ation factor DG1), the analysis sampling rate asr is

Figure 7. Short time Fourier transform (STFT) with envel- simply
ope and two-sample overlap.

(6) asrG
sr

window length
G

sr

2N
.

However, when the sample groups are analysed in
isolation, these end samples are preceded and

If DH1 (the windows overlap) then the analysis sam-followed by nothing at all; the sample groups appear
pling rate is effectively increased. For example, ifto begin and end abruptly, producing apparent ‘tran-

sients’ in the signal (we might hear these as clicks). DG2, the window start times are separated by half
Therefore the FFT derived spectrum will be distorted the window width. Hence the analysis sampling rate
by the edge transients of each group. This problem doubles compared with the non-overlapping case. We
may be alleviated if a few samples preceding and can write this as
following the group are respectively faded in and out,
smoothing the edges. In other words, groups are (7) asrG

sr

2N
BD.

overlapped and given an envelope, as shown in figure
7. Overlap may also increase the resolution of the

The discussion above may be summarised asFFT, since it is possible to analyse more samples
within the same temporal interval. follows:

The process of isolating a consecutive group of
The window length and decimation factor determinesamples is called windowing, because it resembles the
the time resolution of the STFT used to measure theaction of hiding the signal behind a ‘wall’, using a
spectral evolution of a signal.sliding widow which restricts the view to a limited

number of samples at a time. The shape of the envel-
ope applied to the samples determines the window
type and the number of samples in a window is the 1.1.3. Real filters – leakage
window length. The procedure consisting of FFT win-

The filters considered so far are an idealisation of adowed spectral sampling at regular intervals is known
desired frequency response. In real filters, the tran-as the short time Fourier transform (STFT).
sition between stop and pass is not immediate – it hasThe most common types of window used in STFT
a slope. In addition, the stop region has ripples whichprocesses correspond to one of the following types:
let through a small percentage of the unwanted partBartlett, Blackmann, Hanning, Hamming, and
of a signal. This is known as spectral leakage. TheKaiser. The first of these is just a triangular envelope
amount of leakage depends upon the type of window(figure 8(b)). Hanning is a raised cosine bell (figure

8(c)). Blackmann and Hamming are variants of the in use.

Figure 8. STFT window types.
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Figure 9. Examples of multiple window overlap.

1.2. Processing stage devise a procedure which reverses the analysis stage
using the IFFT in order to convert the spectral

The set of spectral frames produced by the STFT
frames into a time-sampled signal, by converting

provides a description of the way the spectrum of a
spectral frames into overlapped windows withsignal changes in time. This type of information
samples.allows processing procedures which may not be poss-

ible by other means. In order to illustrate this, we
may imagine a periodic sound which must be trans- 1.4. Choice of parameters for musical applications
posed an octave upwards. This could be achieved by

The success of a specific process depends on thesampling the sound at a certain sampling rate and
appropriate choice of STFT parameters. We haveplaying it at twice that sampling rate. Therefore, if
already seen that it is important to ensure that thethe original period repeats f cycles in one second,
bandwidth of the FFT filters matches the desireddoubling the sampling rate will repeat 2f cycles in one
spectral resolution, since band-pass filters which aresecond, doubling the frequency of the fundamental
too wide may not be effective in separating frequencyand raising the pitch by an octave. However, the new
components. Given a desired resolution ∆f, the num-sampling rate uses twice as many samples every
ber of filters required may be determined from equa-second; therefore, the duration will be halved.
tion (5) and the conclusions of section 1.1.1, asOn the other hand, the duration of a STFT repre-
follows:sentation depends on the number of frames per

second used in the analysis. Therefore, if this is not
(8) nd

Nyquist

∆f
.altered, the duration will remain the same. All that is

required is to transpose each frame by an octave,
which is done by doubling the frequency of each com- For example, in order to obtain a channel bandwidth
ponent, i.e. multiplying it by 2. Generalising this pro- of 10 Hz at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz (NyquistG
cess, it is possible to transpose a signal by any ratio 22.05 kHz), the number of filters must be equal or
without altering its duration. Also, the pitch may larger than 22,050/12G1,837.5; the lowest power of
vary in time by varying the transposition ratio two which fulfils this condition is 2,048.
accordingly. Another aspect which determines spectral resolu-

Furthermore, the number of frames may be tion is the fact that human hearing works on a logar-
manipulated in order to time-stretch a sound, altering ithmic scale while the STFT is linear. This results in
its duration without changing its pitch. For example, poorer resolution at lower frequencies. Following the
duration may be doubled by repeating each frame, example above, a resolution of 10 Hz may be appro-
or halved, by omitting every other. Time-stretch by priate for signals with components above 1,000 Hz,
repetition may result in a mechanical effect similar to in which case the resulting error of 5 Hz is 0.5 per
echo, which may be pronounced when multiplying cent, corresponding to less than a twelfth of a semi-
the duration by a large factor. More accurate doub- tone. However, for a component of 100 Hz, the error
ling of the duration may be achieved by inserting a is 5 per cent, close to a semitone. At 50 Hz the error
new frame between two ‘old’ ones. The component is two semitones, and so on.
amplitudes and frequencies of each new frame may Finally, since the number of channels is deter-
be found by averaging the respective amplitudes and mined by the length of the analsyis window (see con-
frequencies of the preceding and following old clusions in sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2), a large number
frames. More sophisticated interpolation procedures of filters will require larger window lengths, produc-
may be used in order to time-stretch by any factor or ing less frames per second. This will affect the accu-
make this factor a time-varying quantity. racy of detection of spectral changes. In the example

above, the number of samples required in order to
1.3. Resynthesis stage implement 2,048 (=211) filters is 4,096 (=212).

Assuming a decimation factor of 8, using equationThe FFT has a counterpart – the inverse fast Fourier
(7) and rounding the result to the nearest integer, thetransform (IFFT) – which converts spectral infor-

mation into samples. Therefore, it is possible to number of frames analysed in one second is 86.
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Doubling the window length will halve the number frequency throughout a succession of spectral frames.
In addition to spectral data, analysis files storeof frames to 43. Using the latter window length and

halving the decimation factor will halve the last result information about the type of FFT process carried
out, such as sampling rate, window length and type,to 22 frames, which may be too low for fast evolving

portions of a sound, such as attacks and transients. analysis sampling rate, decimation, etc.
To summarise, the chosen number of filters (or the

equivalent window length) is a compromise between 2.3. Phase vocoder commands
frequency and time resolution. The former is deter-

The CARL phase vocoder, ported to the PC by themined by the bandwidth of the channels and the lat-
Composers’ Desktop Project (Atkins et al. 1987,ter by the number of frames per time unit. Choice is
Wishart 1994a), currently runs in an MS-DOSalso influenced by the particular process applied and
environment or equivalent. It is invoked by typing athe nature of the sound. Normally, slow changing
command with the following general syntax:sounds may be better analysed using higher spectral

resolution, particularly if they are quasi-periodic and pvoc [ flags] input output
do not contain a large amount of high-frequency par-

This command may be used in three basic modes:tials. Lower frequencies require even higher spectral
resolution. On the other hand, fast-changing spectra (1) Implementation of a full Fourier processing cycle
may require higher temporal resolution. Time- involving analysis and resynthesis. In this case,
stretching processes may favour temporal resolution the input and the output are both files containing
while purely spectral operations, such as transpo- sampled sounds.
sition, may require more accurate frequency discrimi- (2) Analysis only. In this case, the input is a file con-
nation. In practice, musical applications using taining sampled sound and the output is a STFT
sampling rates near 44.1 kHz require between 256 analysis file.
and 4,096 filters. (3) Synthesis only. In this case, the input is a STFT

analysis file and the output is a file containing
samples.2. THE CARL PHASE VOCODER

The flags are used for the following purposes:The CARL phase vocoder (Dolson 1986, 1991,
Wishart 1994a)2 consists of software which (1) Defining the mode. For example, -A is used for
implements basic STFT operations – such as filtering, analysis only and -S for synthesis only.
time-stretch and transposition (pitch-shift) – on (2) Setting STFT parameters. For example, -N sets
soundfiles. It also enables the implementation of the number of band-pass filters and -D the decim-
more complex procedures by producing analysis files ation factor.
which may be processed by other software. As long (3) Carrying out a specific Fourier processing cycle.
as the output of further processing conforms to the For example, -P is used to transpose a sound
format for analysis files, the processed signal may be and -T to time-stretch.
resynthesised using the phase vocoder again.

Typing pvoc -h provides a user message with a list of
Channels are numbered in ascending frequency

flags. Further information may be obtained from the
order, starting from 0, corresponding to the low-

Composers’ Desktop Project (CDP) manual (Wishart
pass filter, followed by 1 (first band-pass), 2 (second

1994a).
band-pass), etc. If there are 2NA1 filters, the number
corresponding to the high-pass filter will be 2NA1

2.4. Processing of stereo soundfiles(see figure 5).

In its current form, PVOC can only be applied to
mono soundfiles. In order to process stereo sounds,2.2. Analysis file format
it is possible to use two commands from the CDP

Spectral data is stored as a succession of spectral ‘Groucho’ sound processing programs – originally
frames, each with a set of amplitude/frequency float- produced by Bentley (Dobson and Endrich 1994) –
ing point numbers representing the channels. Both in order to implement the following process:
values vary from frame to frame: the value of the

(1) Channel separation, using CHANNEL. This pro-amplitude depends on the relative strength of each
duces two soundfiles, one containing the leftpartial and the calculation of the frequency takes into
stereo channel and the other containing the rightaccount changes in phase. The term bin describes a
channel.single channel which changes its amplitude and

(2) Phase vocoder processing of left and right. This
produces two new soundfiles, one for the left2 See Moorer (1978) and Gordon and Strawn (1985) for other

implementations of the phase vocoder. channel of the output and one for the right.
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(3) Combination of output left and right into one and introduce errors. In addition, it may be necessary
to delete intermediate files created by the whole pro-stereo soundfile using INTERLEAVE.
cedure in order to save hard disk space, since analysisThis process may be automated using a batchfile,
files are usually large. Therefore, it is useful to auto-such as PVTSST.BAT, which is listed below:
mate a generic process using batchfiles. As shown
above, this may also be extended to the treatment of
stereo files.

4. MUSICAL EXAMPLES

The following set of examples demonstrates various
processes which may be achieved using the phase voc-
oder on its own and in combination with the CDP
spectral transformations. The original sounds were
sampled at 44.1 kHz. Audio examples appear on the
annual Organised Sound CD. The reader is encour-
aged to process the original sounds with the batchfiles
and commands provided in this article, which should
produce the same results as those on the CD.

4.1. High-resolution filtering

The phase vocoder offers two optional flags: -iX
causes resynthesises from the Xth channel, omitting
any channels below X; -jY causes resynthesises up
to the Yth channel, omitting any channels above it.
Equations (3) and (4) may be used in order to calcu-
late fch , the centre frequency of channel ch. Assuming
2NA1 filters,

In order to time-stretch the soundfile f1 by a factor
of 3.2, creating the soundfile f1x, we need to type (9) fchGchB

Nyquist

2NA1
GchB

sr

2N
.

Alternatively, it is also possible to find a channel
which corresponds to a given frequency fch:3. COMPOSERS’ DESKTOP PROJECT (CDP)

SPECTRAL TRANSFORMATIONS3

(10) chG
fchB2NA1

Nyquist
G

fchB2N

sr
.

This consists of a suite of programs implemented by
Wishart (1994b) which makes use of analysis files

Audio example 1 demonstrates the use of theproduced by the phase vocoder in order to expand
phase vocoder as a sharp band-pass filter. A middlethe available spectral processing palette. A typical
A (c. 440 Hz) played by an oboe is followed by itsSTFT processing cycle using the spectral transform-
fundamental, second harmonic, third harmonic, aations consists of the following steps:
combination of fourth to eighth harmonics and a

(1) Analysis of the input using PVOC. combination of harmonics nine and above.
(2) Processing using a CDP spectral transformation. Isolation of the fundamental was achieved using
(3) Resynthesis using PVOC.

PVOC as a low-pass filter with cut-off slightly over
Detailed information about each program may be 440 Hz. Replacing fG440 Hz, 2NA1G2,048 filters and
found in the manual (Wishart 1994b). NyquistG22,050 Hz in equation (10) and rounding

the result to the nearest integer, the channel corre-
3.1. Use of batchfiles sponding to 440 Hz is 41. Therefore, the PVOC com-

mand uses -j42. The second harmonic was obtainedThe process above requires at least three commands.
using a band-pass filter between channels 80 (=2B40)Typing each of these every time a particular oper-
and 84 (=2B42). The last sound was produced usingation is applied to a soundfile may become tedious
the phase vocoder as a high-pass filter. The phase

3  Trevor Wishart and the Composers’ Desktop Project (CDP), vocoder was applied to the soundfile PVX1.WAV in
cyo 12 Goodwood Way, Cepen Park South, Chippenham, Wilt-

order to obtain the various filtered versions using theshire SN14 0SY, UK. Tel: +44 1249 461361.
E-mail: tendrich@cix.compulink.uk following commands:
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attacks: the function file ensures that these are time-
stretched by 1 (no change), while the portions
between attacks are stretched by variable factors up
to 150, affecting the decay and the interval between
the cracks. An additional advantage of SPECSTR is
that time-stretch is carried out using interpolation
instead of simple frame repetition or omission; there-
fore, the resulting output is less likely to have the
‘echo effect’ described in section 1.2.

The process was implemented using the batchfile
It should be mentioned that a spectral split into PVTSS.BAT, listed in Appendix A1. The command

for this batchfile requires the name of the inputbands may be achieved using the phase vocoder in
combination with SPECSPLI (Wishart 1994b), a soundfile and the name of the function file. The out-

put of PVTSS.BAT has the same name as the func-CDP spectral transformation which acts as a filter
and also allows transposition and amplitude scaling tion file with the extension ‘.WAV’. The command

and function file used in audio example 4 are listedof the resulting frequency band.
below:

4.2. Time-stretch

A special flag -T may be used in conjunction with a
factor in order to scale the duration of a sound. If
the factor is larger than one the duration will be
extended; a factor smaller than one will shorten the
sound. A factor of 1 will produce no change. PVOC
implements this type of time-stretch by adding or
omitting frames (see section 1.3).

Audio example 2 contains a sound followed by a
time-stretch of 4.1. Since the original is a stereo
soundfile (PVX2.WAV), the process was carried out
using the batchfile PVTSST.BAT – listed in section
2.4 – and the following command:

It should be noticed that in this case the number of
filters used was 256 (option -N512), which favoured
temporal accuracy of the STFT at the expense of
spectral resolution, as explained in section 1.4.

When carrying out a time-stretch, some care must
be taken with fast-changing spectra. For instance, A further example of variable time-stretch may be
extending the duration of a sound by a factor may found in Fischman (1994).
smear its attack. This was not an issue in audio
example 2, since the sound fades in. On the other 4.3. Transposition
hand, audio example 3 presents a case in which

PVOC allows direct transposition of a soundfile usingsmearing is critical. It contains a group of sonorities
the flag -P immediately followed by a transpositionresembling cracks (soundfile PVX4.WAV) which are
factor, which is used to scale the frequency of eachfollowed by a time-stretch, again by a factor of 4.1,
bin. Audio example 5 compares transposition by scal-using the following command:
ing the frequency of every FFT frame with transpo-
sition by changing the sampling rate (resampling).
The former preserves the duration of the originalIn order to avoid attack smearing, PVOC may be
while the latter results in a shorter duration. Theused in conjunction with SPECSTR (Wishart 1994b),
sounds are presented in the following order:a program which implements variable time-stretch,

given as a set of time vs stretch-factor breakpoints in (1) Original (soundfile PVX5.WAV).
(2) Phase vocoder transposition by a factor of 1.66a function file. Audio example 5 contains another

group of cracks (PVX4.WAV) which are followed by (8.77 semitones above the original pitch), produc-
ing the soundfile PVX5P.WAV.a time-varying transposition which preserves the
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(3) Transposition by the same factor using the of partials. Time-varying shift and stretch processes
are respectively implemented in the programsGroucho program FTRANS (Dobson and

Endrich 1994), which transposes by resampling. SPECSH and SPECE (Wishart 1994b).
Audio example 6 consists of a texture formed by

Since the original sound is stereo, the batchfile
short percussive sounds. These are followed by the

PVTRS.BAT – listed in Appendix A2 – was used with
output of time-varying shift and stretch processes

the command
with similar parameters. The number of filters is
2,048 (2NA1) and the components processed have
frequencies above channel 120, which from equation
(9) is 1,292 Hz. Both, shift and stretch, begin after

4.4. Spectral shift and stretch
50 ms, preserving the attack of the first sound. The
spectral shift increases from 0 to 2.4345 in 4 seconds.The principle of multiplying spectral components by

a factor in order to transpose a spectral frame may Its effect is immediate since all frequencies above
channel 120 are multiplied by the same factor. Thebe extended to a more general case. In the first place,

a process which only multiplies some of the frequen- result will be heard as a glissando which immediately
affects the sharpness of the sound. On the other hand,cies may be implemented. For instance, only frequen-

cies above or below a certain channel may be the stretching process does not multiply all frequenc-
ies by the same value: the factor is an exponentialmultiplied by a factor. If the sound is harmonic and

the factor is not an integer, the output will have an function of frequency. The highest partial varies from
0 to 2.4345 in four seconds; however, lower compo-inharmonic spectrum composed of two harmonic

blocks. This type of process is known as spectral shift. nents will reach lower maxima. For instance, compo-
nents immediately above 1,292 Hz will experienceFor example, a signal with components at 100, 200,

300, 400 and 500 Hz may have the last three shifted little change. Therefore, the character of the sound
will be preserved to a greater extent than in the caseby a factor of 1.3. The resulting spectrum will contain

the following partials: of the shift.
The processes above were carried out using batch-

100 Hz (unchanged)
files PVSHU.BAT and PVSTU.BAT – listed in
Appendices A3 and A4 – with the commands200 Hz (unchanged)

1.3B300G390 Hz

1.3B400G520 Hz

Further examples of shifting and stretching may be1.3B500G650 Hz
found in Wishart (1988).

Note that the ratio between the shifted components
(3:4:5) is preserved. However, the multiplication pro-

4.5. Vocoding
cess may not preserve the ratio between components.
Multiplying these by a factor which increases with PVOC may also be used in conjunction with the pro-

gram SPECVOCO (Wishart 1994b) in order tofrequency will result in stretching of the spectrum of
the sound; if it decreases with frequency, the spec- impose the spectral envelope of one sound onto the

spectrum of another. This is particularly effective intrum will be compressed. Multiplication by a factor
which is a function of frequency is referred to as spec- the case of speech, which is strongly characterised by

the way the spectrum changes radically through timetral stretch. For instance, the three upper frequencies
of the previous example may be multiplied by a factor with rapid evolution of the spectral envelope. Typical

vocoding processes makes use of the evolving spectrawhich changes by 0.3 every 100 Hz, resulting in the
following spectrum: of such sounds to shape the spectra of other (target)

sounds, such as musical instruments, noise, etc.
100 Hz (unchanged)

When carrying out a vocoding process it is import-
ant to bear in mind that the data in the frequency200 Hz (unchanged)
channels of the vocoding spectrum which will amplify

1.3B300 G390 Hz
or attenuate the data in corresponding frequency
channels of the target sound must work on suffic-1.6B400 G640 Hz
iently prominent components in that sound. Other-

1.9B500 G950 Hz
wise the target may not be significantly shaped by the
vocoding process.Note that the ratio of the three upper components is

now 39:64:95 and not 3:4:5. Audio example 7 contains an iterative sound
(PVX71.WAV) with strongly defined spatial localis-Finally, it is possible to make the shift or stretch

factors functions of time, creating glissandi of groups ation and movement which ‘vocodes’ a second sound
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(PVX72.WAV) which is relatively static. The output semitones below the original pitch) and 0.66 (7.19
semitones below the original pitch). The outputhas the same dynamic behaviour as the first sound

with components belonging to the second. This resulting from interleaving the previous three sounds
with a leaf size of 4 frames follows next. Finally, anexample also includes an excerpt from the beginning

of ‘Dance Suite’ for string quartet and tape excerpt from Alma Latina (Fischman 1996a) which
includes similar processing of another vocal sound is(Fischman 1996b) – in which a similar vocoding pro-

cess is used – and a passage from Alma Latina (Fisch- played: the original and variations of the interleaved
sound were used as a sonic moto throughout thisman 1996a), which contains various transpositions of

the same sound. piece.
The transpositions of PVX9.WAV were carriedThe process was implemented with PVVOS.BAT –

listed in Appendix A5 – and the command out using the batchfile PVTRS.BAT – listed in
Appendix A2 – with the following commands

PVVOS.BAT uses the program SPECVOCO in order
to impose the spectral envelope of PVX71.WAV on
the spectrum of PVX72.WAV, producing the output
soundfile PVX7V.WAV. The value 5 indicates that a The interleaving process was carried out using
point in the spectral envelope should be generated for batchfile PVLF3.BAT – listed in Appendix A7 – with
every five channels. the following command:

4.6. Spectral tracing

This technique consists of keeping on a moment by
4.8. Spectral sweepmoment basis only the N loudest components of a

sound. The result usually ‘softens’ the original and It is possible to sweep the spectrum of a sound with
may also help in getting rid of background noise. a time-varying band-pass filter, which acts as a win-
Audio example 8 contains a stereo texture before and dow, only letting through a narrow frequency band
after tracing its thirteen loudest partials. The process at any point in time. If the centre frequency of the
produces a smoother bubbling sound. It was realised filter increases, an ascending arpeggio will be heard.
with batchfile PVSPTRS.BAT – listed in Appendix If it decreases, the arpeggio will descend. The pro-
A6 – and the command gram SPECARPE (Wishart 1994b) implements this

type of behaviour.
Audio example 10 illustrates an arpeggiation pro-

PVSPTRS.BAT invokes the spectral transformation cess which ascends and descends between 200 Hz and
SPECTRAC, which in this case is used to keep the 4.5 kHz, with a filter bandwidth of 30 Hz. The sweep
thirteen loudest partials of the input soundfile is controlled by a sinewave oscillating at 0.25 Hz (a
PVX8.WAV. whole sweep lasts 4 s) starting from 0 and moving

upwards (phaseG0). Partials which do not corre-
spond to the pass region are stopped (the sweep type4.7. Frame interleave
is On/Off). We first hear the original sound. This is

The program SPECLIFN (Wishart 1994b) interleaves followed by the result of the arpeggiation. Finally, an
groups of frames from analyses of two or more excerpt including ascending and descending parts of
sounds. Each group is considered to be a leaf ; its the sweep is played. These belong to the tape part
size refers to the number of frames it contains. For of The Day After . . . – for string quartet and tape
example, if spectra of two sounds are interleaved with (Fischman 1995).
a leaf size of 4, the output spectrum will consist of The process above was realised with the batchfile
four frames of the first sound, followed by four of the PVARPS.BAT – listed in Appendix A8 – and the
second, followed by four of the third, and so on. This following command:
may create various degrees of granularity, depending
on the size of the leaf and on the number and spectral
characteristics of the input sounds. For instance,
larger leaf sizes may create relatively slow pulsating

4.9. Spectral interpolation
effects, whereas smaller sizes may create relatively
compact granular textures. Under certain conditions, it is possible to achieve a

convincing transformation of a sound into anotherAudio example 9 contains the recording of a
deep breath (PVX9.WAV). This is followed by by cross-fading their analysis files. This process is also

known as spectral interpolation and is discussed intranspositions of this sound by factors of 0.34 (18.68
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detail in Wishart (1988) and Fischman (1994), who • freezing the spectrum and interpolating, or step-
ping between isolated spectral windows,also present more elaborate examples.

Audio example 11 illustrates a transformation • chorusing and noise blurring of the spectrum, and
• inserting shepherd tone glissandi within the evol-from an oboe middle A (PVX111.WAV) into a sound

with vocal characteristics and the same pitch, which ving spectral envelope of the source.
may be described as a cry (PVX112.WAV). The oboe

5. CONCLUSIONis heard first, then the cry and finally the transform-
ation. This process was implemented using the The combination of phase vocoder and the CDP
batchfile PVVI.BAT – listed in Appendix A9 – and sound transformations offers a powerful and effective
the command: set of tools for the manipulation of sounds in the

frequency domain. Effective use of these tools is
dependent on the understanding of both the theoreti-
cal principles of the short time Fourier transform
(including its limitations) and their application to

4.10. Further possibilities composition. The former are necessary in order to
understand the processes carried out by the variousThere are now over fifty spectral manipulations
programs and the significance and effects of their par-working on PVOC data within the CDP environ-
ameters. The latter is part of the set of skills acquiredment. Some of the more interesting are:
via regular practice of a discipline and from experi-

• pitch extraction and manipulation, including trans- ence. It is hoped that this article will contribute to an
fer of pitch from one sound to another, understanding of the theoretical issues in a way which

• tuning the spectrum to specified harmonic fields, is accessible to readers with either musical or scien-
• various types of accurate filtering, tific backgrounds, and serve as a means for communi-
• focusing the spectrum on its most prominent con- cating experience acquired by the author and others

stituents (averaged over any specified time in the process of using the available tools for musical
window), composition.

APPENDICES – LISTING OF BATCHFILES
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